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DISTRIBUTED POWER CONTROL OF 
CELLULAR NETWORKS IN THE PRESENCE 

OF RAYLEIGH FADING  CHANNEL^ 
S. Jagannathan 

Embedded Systems and Netwxking Lab 
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering 

University of Missouri-Rolla 
I870 Miner Circle. Rolla MO 65409; USA. 

samncao6?umr. edit 

Absrmcr-A navel distributed power control (DPC) scheme for 
cellular nehvorks in the presence of radio channel unccrtAintics 
such as path loss shadowing, and Rayleigh fading is presented. 
Since these uncertainties cnn attrnuate the received signal strength 
and can cause variations in the received Signnl-ta-lntprferPncp ratio 
(SIR), the proposed DPC schemr maintains a tnrget SIR at the 
receiver provided the uncertain? i s  slowly varying with time. The 
DPC estimates the time varying nature of the channrl quickly and 
uses the information to arrivr at II suitable transmitter power W I U ~ .  
Further, the s tandard assumption of a constant interference during 
a link’s power updatr uscd in other w o r k  in the literature is 
relaxed. 

A CDMA-hased crllulnr nrhvnrk environmrnt is used to compare 
the proposed scheme with earlier approaches. The results show 
that our  DPC scheme can converge faster than others by adapting 
to the channel variations. The proposed DPC scheme can render 
outage prohabili? of 5 to 30% in the presence of uncertainties 
compared with other schemes of 50 to 90% while consuming law 
powrr per active mobile user. In other wards, the proposed DPC 
schrme allows significant increme in network cspxciv while 
consuming low- power values even when the channel is uncertain. 

Kqwords-Wireless Crllular Netuorks. Fading Channels. Distrihuied 
Power Control. Sipnal-to-Interference Ratio (SIR). Outage Probabilit).. 

I. INTRODUCTION T ,  ,objectives of transmitter power control include 
minimizing power consumption while increasing the 
network capacity, and prolonging the batten. life of mobile 

units, by managing mutual intederence so that each mobile unit 
can meet its signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) and other quality 
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of service (QoS) requirements. Early work on power control [ I ]  
[?I focused on balancing the signal-to-interference (SIR) ratios 
on all radio lidis using centralized power control. Later, 
distributed SIR-balancing schemes [3][4] were developed to 
maintain quality of service requirements of each link. In 
particular, Foschini and Miljanic [ j ]  proposed a more general 
and realistic model in which a positive receiver noise and a user- 
specific target SIR were taken into account. This distributed 
algorithm was proven to converge either synchronously [5]  or 
asynchronously [6] to a fixed point of a feasible system. Based 
on this, Grandhi and Zander suggested a distributed constrained 
power control (DCPC) algorithm [7], in which a ceiling was 
imposed on the transmit power of each user. Another distributed 
algorithm was proposed by Bambos et al. [8 ] ,  which aimed at 
protecting the active links from performance degradation when 
nriv users tn. to access the channel. In [9] end [IO], second- 
order power control (CSOPC), state space-based distributed 
power control design (SSCD) and its optimization arc 
respectively proposed to efficiently manage the user 
interkrences so that the network capacity can be increased. 

However. the radio channel ultimately places fundamental 
limitations on wii-eless communication terns since the path 
between the transmitter and the receiver can v a q  from simple 
line-of-sight to one that is severely obstructed by buildings, 
mountains, and foliage. Unlike mired networks; radio channel 
uncertainties in a wireless network for instance path loss. 
shadowing; Rayleigh fading can attenuate the power of the 
transmitted signal at the receiver and thus cause variations in the 
received SIR and therefore degrading the performance of any 
distributed power control (DPC) scheme. Low SIR at the 
receiver will result in high bit error rate (BER), which is 
unsatisfacton. for 3G systems, where voice and video will he 
typically transmitted. 

Though the earlier DPC schemes may be accurate in amving 
at a power value; they all neglect the Changes obsened in the 
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radio channel. In fact; they all assume that: 1) path loss 
component is only present, 2) no other channel uncertainty exists 
and 3 )  the mutunl interference among users is held constant 
during power update for each user. Moreover, the slower rate of 
convergence of these algorithms and the associated power 
updates is of an issue in a highly dynamic wireless environment 
as shown in this pnper The proposed work overcomes these 
limitations. 

In this paper, we propose a novel DPC scheme for the nest 
generation nireless networks in the presence of radio channel 
unccnainties. The rate of convergence of the proposed DPC 
scheme to attain a target SIR is faster compared with the existing 
schemes. The proposed algorithm estimates the time van.ing 
channel accurately. and uses this information in the power 
update so that a desired SIR is maintained at the receiver 
provided the channel variation is slow compared to its 
estimation. The algorithms being highly distributive in nature 
doesn't require inter-link communication, centralized 
computation, and .reciprocity assumption a s  required in a 
centrally controlled wireless environment. In addition, the 
proposed DPC scheme converges to m y  target SIR value in the 
presence of channel unceitainties. As the necessity of inter-link 

.communication is eliminated, network capacity increases 
significantly and easy controlled recovery from error events is 
possible. Also. a compaiison of the proposed DPC with certain 
earlier algorithms is includcd. 

Thc orpnization (it' thr. papur is as follo\~s. Section II 
describes \\ireless chaniiul ivitli unccrtninties. In Section 111, a 
suite o f  DPC %hemes is studied and a novel DPC scheme is 
proposed along with converpCnuc pi-o<>l's Section IV presents 
the simulations whereas Section V. catlies the. conclusions. 

11. KAD10 CHANNEL,WITH UNCEKI'AINTIES 

The radio channel places fundamental limitations on wireless 
terns. Unlike wired channels that are 

stationan. and predictable. radio channels involve many 
uncertain factors such as path loss, the shadowing, and Rayleigh 
fading, so they are extremely random and d o  not offer easy 
analysis. Thesc channel uncertainties cm attenuate the power of 
the signal at the receiver and thus cause variations in the received 
SIR and therefore depading the pelformance of any DPC 
scheme. Therefore we focus our effort on these main channel 
unceflainties hefore the DPC development. They are discussed 
next. 

.4. Path Loss 

taken to follo\v the inverse foourth power law [ I  I] :  
If only path loss is considered, the power attenuation is 

where ;is a constant usually equal to I and dg is the distance 

hetween the transmitter of the j" link to the receiver of the i" link 
and n is the path loss exponent. A number of values for n have 
been proposed for different propagation environments, 
depending on the characteristics of the communication medium. 
A value of n=4 is taken in our simulations, which is commonly 
used to model path loss in an urban environment. Further, 
without user mobility; g is a constant. 

B. S/iar/owhg 
High building, mountains and other ohjects block the 

wireless signals. Blind area is often formed behind a high 
building or in the middle of two buildings. This is often seen 
especially in large urban areas. The te rn  10''' is often used to 
model the attenuation of the shadowing to the received power 
[ 12][20]; where j is assumed to he a Gaussian random variable. 

C. Rayleigli Fading 
In mobile radio channels, the Rayleigh distribution is 

commonly used to describe the statistical time varying nature of 
the received envelope of a flat fading signal, or the envelope of 
an individual multipath component. The Rayleigh distrihution 
has a prohability density function (pdf, give by [ 111 

(.r < 0) 

where x is a random variable: and U' is known as the Pading 
emelope of the Rayleigh distribution, 

Since the channel uncertainties can distort the transmitted 
signals, therefore; the effect of these uncertainties is represented 
via a channel loss (gain) factor typicall!- multiples the transmitter 
power. Then, the channel gain or loss; g; can be expressed as 
[ 1 1; 12;20] 

(3) 
where J" is the effect of path loss; ' IOo ' '  corresponds to the 
effect of shadowing. For Rayleigh fading, it is Fpical to model 
the power attenuation as S', where .Y is a random variable with 
Rayleigh distribution. Typically the channel gain, g; is a 
function of time. 

g = J(d.n..Y.[)= P - lOO.' i  -.I-? 

111. DISTRIBIJTED POWER CONTROL (DPC) 
"Distributed implies per individual link. Each receiver of 

the link measures the interference it is faced and communicates 
this information to its transmitter. Each link decides 
autonomously how to adjust its power based on information 
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collectcd on it exclusively. Therefore, the decision-making is 
fully distributed at the link le\:el. The overhead due to the 
feedback control is minimal in DPC compared with its 
counterpart when centralized operations are used. 

'The goal of DPC is to maintain a required SIR threshold for 
each network link while the transmitter power is adjusted so that 
the least possible power is consumed in the presence of channel 
uncertainties. Suppose there are N E  z + l i k s  in the network. 
Let g, he the power loss (gain) from the transmitter of the j" 
link to the receiver of the th l i n k  It involves the free space loss, 
multi-path fading, shadowing; and other radio wave propagation 
effects, as  well as the spreadindprocessing gain of CDMA 
transmissions. The power attenuation is considered to follow the 
relationship given in (3). In the presence of such uncertainties, 
our objective is to propose a novel DPC and to compare its 
performance with others. 

The channel uncertainties mill appear in thz power loss (gain) 
coefficient of all transmitter receiver pairs. Calculation of 
SIRZRi(f); at the receiver of ihl ink at the time instant 't' [13]; is 
given by 

j a  

where i ~ j e  (1.2.3, .... n}. I ,( /)  is the interference; p,(t) is the 
link's transmitter power; p f are the transmitter powers of all 

other nodes. and qi(,)>O is the thermal noise at its receiver 

node. 
Therefore; it is clear that 

A )  

For each l i k  i therc is a lower SIR thresholdY' 

Y, 5 R, Y,*. (3 
for even. i = l J J . . n  . The lower threshold value for all links 
can be taken equal to y for convenience; reflecting a certain 
QoS the lirk has to maintain in order to operate properly. 

An upper SIR limit is also set, in order to decrease the 
interference due to its trensmitter power at other receiver nodes. 
In the literature, several DPC schemes have been proposed and i t  
is v e ~  difficult to present all of them. The most recent and 
important work include DPC with active l i k  protection [SI; 
CSOPC [9]: SSCD and optimal [10][16][1X] and they are 
discussed next. 

.4. DPC ScIwne with Link Protection fa] 
When equation ( 5 )  is not satisfied (i.e. R, (r )<  y, )> each link 

independently increases its power if its current SIR is below its 

target Y,, and decreases it otherwise using the power update 

[si [ 131 

where / = ( l J 2 3 . . . ) 2  t =IT and T is the sampling interval. When 
e(/ + 1) > Pmy the new linli is not added. Othenvise when 
p,(1+1) <C,,"(the minimum power needed to form a link), then 

e(/ + I) = P,, . The DPC algorithm updates the transmitter 
po~vers in steps (time slots) indexed by I = I ,  2, 3; and so on. 
This scheme converges to the target SIR for peer-to-peer 
networks. However, only path loss component is considered. 

B. Constrained Second Order Poiver Contro/(CSOPC) 

linear equations 

where A = I-H: P = ( p , ) ,  and H = [ h, ] is defined as a Q x Q 

matrix, such that f1 ==for i#j  and = o  for i=j. In 

addition p = ( ~ . I ~ , / ~ , ~ )  is a vector of length Q. In addition, 
since the transmitter power is limited hv an upper limit, the 
following condition is set as 

O s P C P ;  (8) 
where 7; = (p,,)denotes the maximum transmission power level 

of each mohile. The algorithm assumes that there exists a unique 
power vector P ' ;  which would satis* equation (8). Thus by 
feasible ?stem; the matrix A is nonsingular 
and os p' = . ~ - ' p  5 F .  Iterative methods can be executed with 
local measurements to find the power vectorP'. Through some 
manipulations, following second-order iterative scheme is 
obtained as 

p y ) = m i n { l " , ,  mas{o . I r , ' ~p : /~ :+ (~-v ' )p~- '  1 1  (9 )  

In [9], the SIR from equation (4) is expressed as a set of 

.4P=/I (7) 

' P,, 

- 

where 
w' = 1 + 1/1 . 5 "  (10) 

The midmas operators in (9) guarantee the allowable range of 
transmitter power. Only path loss is considered. 

C. Srare Space Corirm/Design (.SSCD) 

SIR; R, ( / ) ,  at the p l j "  iteration is expressed as 
In [IO][lX]: using state space linear tem theon. [14], the 

R , ( / + l ) = R r ( I ) + v , ( / )  (11) 
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nhere by definition R,(/) =m . and interhence 
I ,  (0 

The feedhack input I,, ( I )  for each link should only depend upon 
the total interference produced by the other users. To maintain 
the SIR of each link ahove a desired target 7, and to eliminate 
any steady-state errors, the error in SIR; . ~ ) ( l )  = & ( I )  - y, has to 

he minimal by appropriately selecting a power update for the i" 
link. The closed-loop %,stem is expressed as 

x i ( / + l ) = x j ( / ) +  V i ( / )  (12) 

The closed-loop system (12) can now be used to select a DPC 
scheme. First of all, each transmitter-receiver pair now is 
represenkd as a closed-loop ?stem (12), which is subsequently 
used to design a DPC scheme. Moreover, analytically, the 
convergence-can he demonstrated unlike other power control 
schemes. 

. Theurem I p O ] :  Given the closed-loop SIR 
the feedback for the i" transmitter is chosen as 
v , ( / )  = -k ,  .r,(/)+pi with k ,  representing the feedback 
gain>p, is the protection margin, and the power is updated as 

e(/ + 1) = ( I )  + it, (/)I, ( I ) ,  the closed loop SIR system for each 
link is stable, and the actual SIRS converge to their 
corresponding tarFet values. . 

Pruuf: See [16]. 

Remurk: The transmission power is subject to the 
constraint p,, 5 5 P,, where P,, is the minimum needed to 

transmit; P,, is the maximum allowed power and e(/)  i s  the 
transmission power of the mobile i. 

D. Oprti?iol Control .i /gorirlzrii 

Performance cnterion,f ( . f ~ . ~ +  VTOV,). I - I  is used to amve at 

an optimal DPC; which can be stated as follolvs: 

Thrurem 2 (Optimal Contrul)[lO]: Given the hypothesis 
presented in the previous theorem for DPC; with the feedback 
selected as v,(/) = - k , . y 1 ( / ) + n j ,  where the feedback gains arc 
takin a s  

,=I 

= (H,' S,- H ,  + T, ) - I  H: S- G, (13) 
where si is the unique positive definite solution ofthe Algebraic 
kicatti Equation (ARE) 

Sj =Grr[$  -S,H,(H,'S,H, +cl-'  H,rS(]G+Q, (14) 
Then the resulting time invariant closed loop SIR system 
described by 

is asymptotically stable. 
c , ( /+ l )  = ( I , - h - ) ) . v , ( / )  (15) 

Proof: See [IO]. 
Only path loss component is considered both in SSCD and 
optimal DPC schemes. 

E. Proposed DPC.l/gori//isi 
As indicated earlier, in the previous DPC schemes, only path 

loss uncertainty is considered. Moreover, the DPC algorithms 
appear to be slow in convergence and the outage probabiliq is 
quite high in the presence of channel uncertainties. 
Consequently; the performance of these DPC schemes fails to 
render satisfacton. performance as shown in our simulations. 
The proposed work is  aimed at demonstrating the performance in 
the presence of several channel uncertainties. 

In the time domain, however, the channel is time-varying 
when channel uncertainties are considered and therefore gg (f) is 

not a constant. In [ l j ] ,  a new DPC algorithm is presented 
wherep,Jt) is treated as a time-vaping function due to Raleigh 
fading by assuming that the interference18(r) is held constant. 
Since ths is a strong assumption, in this paper, a novel DPC 
scheme is given where both g,i(t) and the interference I i ( t )  are 
t ime-vqing; and channel uncertainties are considered for all the 
mobile users. In other words, in all existing works 
[8][9][10][18], both g,(r) and pj(r) are considered to he held 
constant, whereas in our work; this assumption is relaxed. 

Considering SIR from (4) where the power 
attenuationpv(r)is taken to follow the time-vaNing nature o f t h e  

channel and differentiating (4) to get 

kj, b)J? ( f j )Z( i j  - (P,, (oJ?.(l))I(rl (16) 

where R , ( t )  is the derivative of Rj(tj and Z,(t)  is the derivative 

To transform the differential equation into the discrete time 
domain. i(/) is expressed using Euler's formula as 

.y('+')-.r(')2 where T is the sampling i n t e n d  Equation (16) 

can he expressed in discrete time as 

l;(lj. 
R,b) = 

of I ,  (I). 

T 
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(22) 

Equation ( I  9) can be expressed as 

R, + 1) = a, (/k (4 + B, (/b, (1) ( 2 3 )  

with the inclusion ofchannel noise, equation (19) is written as 

R, + 1) =a, (/)R,(/)+ B, (O>,(/)+ d/)q (4 (24) 
wherew>(/) is the zero mean s t a t i o n v  stochastic channel noise 
with <(/) is its coefficient. 

The SIK of each l i k  at time instant, '; is obtained using (24). 
Carefully observing (24), it is clear that the SIR at the time 
instant,/+', is a function of channel variation from time instant 

lo /+I. The channel variation is not known beforehand and 
this makes the DPC scheme development difficult and 
challenging. Since a is not known, it has to be estimated for 
DPC development. Note available DPC scheme [1-13;15-19] 
ignore the channel variations and therefore they render 
usatisfacton. pdotmance. 

Now define.y,(k) =R, ( k )  then equation (24) can be expressed 
as 

.A/ + 1) = aJ).d/) +P,(+,(O+.,(h(/) (25) 
The DPC development is given in two scenarios. 
Case 1: a,$ p, and 6 are known. In this scenario, one can 

select feedhack as 
v, ( I )  = P,-'(/)[- at ( / )v j ( l )  - < [/)q ( I )  + Y+ kvej ( / ) ]  (26) 

where the error in SIR is defined as e j ( / ) =  Rj ( / ) -  y .  This results 
in 

e, (/ + 1) = k,e, (/) (27) 
By appropriately selecting h-% via placing the eigenvalues 

within a unit circle, i t  is easy to show that the closed-loop SIR 
tern is asymptotically stable [21] in the mean or 

asymptotically stable, lim~{?,(/)}= 0 .  This implies that 
I- 

d/)+ Y 
Case 2: a, p, and < are unknown. In this scenario; equation 

(25) can be esprcssed as 

= s:(Gv,(/j+ P,(l)V,(4 
where 8,(/)= [a,(/) <(!)I is a vector of uknown parameters, 

and v,(/)=[i!i] is the regression vector. Now selecting 

feedback for DPC as 

v, 01 = PY(/[ -  i O)W, 0) + Y+ k- , .e j (~i ]  (29) 

where i,(/) is the estimate of Or(/)> then the SIR error ?stem is 
expressed as 

where 8,(/)= @,(/)-;,(/) is the error in estimation. From (30), 
it is clear that the closed-loop SIR error system is driven by 
channel estimation enor. If the channel uncertainties are 
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properly estimated and the transmitter power is selected to 
ox-ercome these uncertainties, then estimation error tends to zero. 
In this case, equation (30) bccomes (27). In the presence of error 
in estimation, only a hound on the error in SIR can he shown. In 
other words, the power control scheme will ensure that the actual 
SIR is close to its target or bounded. In other words; the actual 
SIR is within the protective margin provided the channel 
uncertainties are properly estimated. Figure 1 illustrates the 
block diagram representation of the proposed DPC where 
channel state estimation and power selection are part of the 
receiver. To procced further, the Assumption I is required. 

F l d r S l a n .  WA 
"rr,*xn~ 

*TPC: Transmitter power control 

Figure I ,  Blrrk diaqaala representation ofDFC 

Assumption I :  The channel changes slowly compared to the 
parameters updates. 

Remark The channel variation has to he slon-er than the speed 
of estimation. In fact; the cstimatkm xheme is computationally 
simple that it can he executed exti-emcl! kist. 

Theorem 3: Given the DPC scheme above \riLh channel 
uncertainties (Path loss, Shadowing and Kayleigh fading) are 
estimated accurately (no estimation enor), if the feedback from 
DPC scheme is selected as (29), then the mean channel 
estimation errur along with the mean SIR error converges to zero 
asymptotically, if the parameter updates are taken as 

where d =  . k - , , ,  IS the ma\nnum singular \slue nC 
1 - ~llw.(/Nl' 

k , m d  r~ is the adaptation gain 

Proof: See Appendn rn 

Consider now the closed-loop SIR error system with channel 
estimation error. E ( / ) .  as  

_ r  
@,( l+ l )=k , ,e j ( / )+L9,  (/k,(/)+€(l) (34) 

using the proposed DPC. 

Theorem -I: Assume the hypothesis as given in Theorem 3. with 
the channel uncertain% (Path loss. Shadowing and Rayleigh 
fading) is now estimated by 

i, (/ + I ) =  ij(/)+uy/J/)e: (/+ 1) ( 3 5 )  
with E ( / )  is the error in estimation which is considered bounded 
above 1 1 ~ ( / ] 1  s E,,, , with E,,, a known constant. Then the mean 

error in SIR and the estimated par;uneters are bounded provided 
(32) and (33 )  hold. 

Proof: See Appendix rn 

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS 
In the simulations; all the mobiles in the network have to 

achieve a desired target SIR valuey,. The SIR value is a 
measure of quality of received signal, and can be used to 

determine the control action that needs to he taken. The SIR, y, 
can be expressed as 

where E,is the e n e r E  per bit of the received signal in watts; 
!\To is the interfaence power in watts per Hertz, H is the bit rate 
in bits per second; and IV is the radio channel bandwidth in 
Hertz. 

(36) Y, = ( ( 4 / ! V O ) / V / R ) )  

The cellular network is considered to be divided into 7 
hexagonal cells covering an area of lOkm x lOkm (Figure 9). 
Each cell is seniced via a hase station, which is located at the 
center of the hexagonal cell. Mobile users in each cell are placed 
using a normal distribution. It is assumed that the power of each 
mobile user is updated asynchronously. Consequently; the 
powers of all other mobile users do not change when link i" ' s  
power is updated. The receiver noise in the system 0, is taken 

as io-':. The threshold SIR; y ,  which each cell tries to achieve 
is 0.04 (-13.979JdB). The ratio of energy per bit to interference 

is chosen at 9600 

bitsisecond. Radio channel bandwidth B ,  is considered to he 
1.2288 M M .  The maximum power for each mobileP,, is 
selected as lmm. Two cases are considered: channel changing 
sharply at certain time instants and channel changing smoothly. 

power per hertz P E is 5 .  I 2  dB. Bit rate R,  
!\io 
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The bystem is simulated with different DPC algorithms with 100 
users. 

A. Peifomarrce Merrics 
Outage prohahilip and total power consumption are chosen 

as metrics to evaluate the performance of the power control 
scheme. Outage probability is defined as the probability of 
failing to achieve adequate reccption of the signal due to co- 
channel interference. It is defined as the ratio of the number of 
disconnected or handed over users to that of the total number of 
users in the ystem. The total power consumed by the mobiles 
will be the sum of all the powers of mobiles in the network. 
Given these metrics, the power per active mobile can be derived. 

B. Results 
In the first few simulations; the users in each cell are placed 

at random and they are considered stationay for convenience to 
evaluate the proposed DPC. Later, the users are mobile. 

Stationary Users: Case I: Constant and Abruptl? Changing 
Channel 

3 1  .......... 
. . . . . . I .  . 4 2 5 1  

, >  
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a , , , ,  ....*....~ . . ,  
5 10 15 io 25 SJ 31 40 45 yl 
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Figure 2. Cliannzi fluchrarians. 

In this scenario; we select the parameters as kt, =0.01 and 

0 = 0.01. Figure 2 shows the change of g,, with time as a result 
of channel fluctuation, which obeys the path loss, Rayleigh 
fading and shadowing hehaviors. Though channel changes 
sharply at e r e p  ten time units, g,, is changed once in even; I O  
time units and it is held constant otherwise or between changes. 

Figure 3 illustrates the actual SIR of a randomly selected 
rnohile user. From this figure it is clear that the proposed DPC 
scheme is the only scheme that maintains the target SIR in the 
presunce of channel variations, while the others [8.Y;lO;18] fail 
to meet the target. Moreover. using the proposed scheme the 
actual SIR converges faster (about 2 time units) compared to 

CSOPC and optimal (10 time units). Though the DPC in [8] 
converges similar to the proposed, it is unable to maintain the 
actual SIR to its target. 

CSOPC 
-10 NEW 

5 i o  15 20 25 30 35 40 65 50 
Tima 

Figure 3. SIR of a randomly sclecled user 
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Figure 4. Tofal pwcr  consumed. 

Figure 4 presents the total power consumed by all the 
mobiles in the network. The result shows that all the schemes 
consume about YOmw. From Figure 5 the outage probahility 
using the proposed DPC scheme is significantly less (near zero) 
when compared to a11 the other schemes (about 85%), i.e.; our 
approach can accommodate more numher of mobile users 
rendering high channel utilization or capacity in the presence of 
channel variations. This together with similar total power 
consumption suggests that the average power consumed per 
active user is less using the proposed DPC compared to other 
schemes. 

The incorporation of channel state estimator with the 
proposed DPC scheme a l low the mobiles to consume low 
power. The channel state estimator was able to accurately obtain 
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an assessment of the prevailing channel state and its variation 
with background noise, which is specified in terms of 6, (k). 
Thc proposcd DPC uses the channel state estimate and the error 
in the SIR to amve at a more appropriate transmitter power value 
for the next time instant (or for the packet) whereas the other 
DPC schemes do not. Consequcntl!', the user interference 
experienced by each mobile is higher when other DPC schemes 
are employed (due to large power values for each mobile) 
whereas it is low with the proposed DPC. 

Figure 5. Gura%s prohahilih. 

Higher transmitter power of a mobile user can cause large 
interhence to others resulting in an increase in transmitter 
powers of all mohiles until an eqnilibrium state is reached for the 
entire system. With the proposed DPC, an equilibrium state 
where the transmitter po\vers of all mohiles will be lower than 
when other DPC schemes are used. will he achieved. Therefore, 
a good channel estimalor working in conjunction with the DPC 
is critical. Moreover, as per Assumption 1, when the channel 
condition changes suddenly a t  time instants IO,  20; 30 and 40 of 
Figure 2;  the channel state estimator is unahle to keep up. 
Though this is a disadvantage, hut for most situations, the 
propoxd DPC vith the channel state estimator is able to perform 
superior than other available DPC schcmes. 

Case I 1  Slowly Varying Channel 
In this scenario; kv = 0.01 and 0 = 3 .  In this case, though the 
channel changes ever). ten-time units and satisfies the path loss, 
Rayleigh fading and shadowing behavior, the channel variation 
is 'considered as a linear function between the changes (see 
Figure 6 of a randoml!. selected mobile). In this case a1 
proposed DPC scheme renders a IOIY outage probability o 
30% as ohserved in Figure 9 while consuming less power per 
active mobile and converpinp faster since the proposed DPC 

compnred to others as displaycd in Figure 7. Other schemes 
attain an outage probability of 85%. The Ion. outage probability 
for the proposed DPC scheme is the result offaster convergence, 
better estimation of the channel state and using this information 
to select an appropriate transmitter power to maintain a low SIR 
error. 

Tlml 

Figure 6. Channel vanation uilh linlz. 

scheme maintains the SIR of each l i d  closer to its target 
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Figure 7. SIR of a randomly selected USZT. 

The performance of the channel state estimator can be easily 
observed by comparing the outage probability plots for the cases 
when the channel changes abruptly but remains constant hetwcen 
changes and the case where it changes smoothly. In the case of 
channel changing abruptly; the estimator was unable to obtain an 
accurate assessment at the instant when the channel condition 
changes whereas in other instants, it was able to estimate the 
channel condition accurately and subsequently the proposed 
DPC \vas a h h  to select a suitable transmitter power as presented 
in Figure 5. 
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Fipre 9. Outage probabiliiy 

On the other hand, as expected in the case of smooth channel 
variation, the outage probability changes with the variation in the 
channel state (See Figure 9). This is due to the delay in the 
channel estimation and the selection of the transmitter power 
value using this estimate (the channel state changes by the time 
the power is calculated and feedhack, which results in a 
mismatch). Also; this is retlected in the emor in SIR plot shown 
in Figure 7 for a randomly selected mobile. In any case; the 
outage probability presented in Figure 9 is sipificantly lower for 
the proposed DPC when compared with the other schemes due to 
the inclusion of the channel state estimator. Note also that the 
performance of the channel estimator depends upon the rate of 
change of the channel state. The change in the channel condition 
illustrated in Figure 6 is slightly higher (slope of the crime in 
Fipre  6) than the scenario presented in Assumption I 
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For much slower change in the channel conditions (results 
not shown); the estimator performance is much superior when 
compared to the case in Figure 6. Consequently a much lower 
outage probability was ohserved. 'This clearly demonstrates that 
the addition of a channel state estimator is critical for any DPC 
scheme even though there could be feedback delays. 

Performance Evaluation with Number of Users 

Number of Nodss 

FIgwe 10. Tofai power consumed. 

40 
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9 0  i o  sb eb 100 ,lo Id0 1Qo 

-Number afNodes 

Figure 11. Outage probabiliv. 

3 

When the total numher of mobile users in the cellular 
network varies; the total power consumed and the resulting 
outage prohabilih was compared. In this simulation scenario; 
the numher of mobile users trying to gain admission increases by 
25 from the previous value. Figures I O  andl l  display the 
performance of the DPC in terms of total power consumed and 
outage prohahilit! respectively when the channel changes 
slowl!. As expected, the proposed scheme renders significantly 
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low outage prohahilitl; while ensuring low power per active 
mobile user compared to other schemes. 

As expected, a linear increase in power consumption with 
users is observed with all the DPC schemes though. the 
proposed DPC maintains a low outage prohahility consistently 
under 40% when compared with other schemes. Similar total 
power consumption together with low and consistent outage 
probability indicates that the proposed DPC was able to select a 
suitahle transmitter power value thus lowering mutual 
interference between users eren in the presence of channel 
uncertainties. 

Mobile User Scenario 
Figure I ?  illustrates the initial location of 100 mobile users 

whereas Figure I3 presents their final location. Users .in the 
cellular network tn. to move in any one of the 8 pre-defined 
directions chosen at random at the heginning of the simulation. A 
user can move a maximum of 0.01 km per time unit. Since the 
time unit is small; the 0.01 km is a considerable amount of 
distance for any mobile user. The channel state is also changed 
slowly for each mobile user. Figures 14 and 15 illustrate  the.^ 
total power consumed and the carrevonding outage prohahilitl;. 

-E1 " " " " ' 1 
-5 -1 -3 ~ - 2  - I  . U 1 2 3 4 5 

krn 

Figure 12. Initial state ofinobile placnnent. 

As evident from the result; the proposed DPC renders a lower 
outage pmbahility (average of ahout 30%) compared to others 
(about 90%) while consuming lorn power per active mobile even 
in the presence of user mohility. The variation in outage 
probability displayed in Figure 15 with respect to time units is 
explained in the case of stationan u x r  scenario with slowly 
vaving  channel. 

As explained earlier, the mobility can be expressed as part of 
the uncertainty. In other words, the channel state now is a 
function of user mobility and can be included as part of the 
parameter estimation process. As a result, the proposed DPC 

\vas ahle tu assess the accurate transmitter power for each mobile 
without the knowledge of its location based on the channel state 
thus lowering the mutual interference. This results in lower 
outage probahility as  displayed in Figure 15. 
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V. CONCLUSIONS 
In this poper, a novel DPC schemes is presented for cellular 

and can he potentially extended to ad hoc networks capturing the 
essential dynamics of power control. It was observed that the 
proposed DPC scheme a l l o w  fully distributed power and has 
rendered better performance in the presence of radio channel 
uncertainties. The inclusion of channel state estimator is veri, 
critical in the design of the DPC. The simulation results show 
that the proposed scheme converges faster than others, maintains 
a desired target SIR value for each link and can adapt to the radio 
channel variations better. In the presence of channel 
uncertainties, the proposed scheme can render lower outage 
probability (an improvement of about SO%), using significantly 
less transmiltcr power per active user compared to  other DPC 
schemes. As a result, the proposed DPC scheme offers a 
superior peribrmance in terms of convergence and i t  maximizes 
the network capacity compared to the available ones in the 
literature. Simulation results justify theoretical conclusion. 
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APPENDIX 

Proof of Theorem 3: Define the Lyapunov function candidate 

(A.1) 
U 

whose first difference is 
AI = AI, +AIl 
= e,r(/ + l)e, (/ + I)-  eTr (/)e, (/) (A.?) 

U 

Consider hl, from (35) and substituting (30) to get 

Taking the second term of the first dlffeience from (A 2 )  and 
substituting (31) yields 

U 
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